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A B S T R A C T

The boundary layer existence in divergent porous channel of non-Newtonian Casson fluid with heat transfer
in presence of suction/blowing and viscous dissipation is studied. Nonlinear coupled ODEs are obtained from
governing PDEs and the conditions under which boundary layer structure for Casson fluid exists by controlling
backflow are explored. Numerical solutions are also obtained using ‘‘bvp4c’’, a MATLAB package. The study
reveals that if mass suction exceeds a certain amount which is dependent on Casson parameter then only
boundary layer flow is possible and as Casson parameter increases, the requirement of mass suction for
boundary layer flow reduces. In addition, rheological characters of Casson fluid and viscous dissipation have
a major impact on temperature distribution and due to these, the temperature falls lower than free stream
temperature within the boundary layer region.
. Background of the problem

Boundary layer flows in convergent channels and in divergent chan-
els are completely different in the existence point of view. The former
ne can normally exist, but the latter one is not usually found and
ith backflow region boundary layer separation occurs depending on

he Reynolds number. So, the structure of boundary layer in close
eighbourhood of both channel walls will be a possibility if something
lse can stop the backflow construction, i.e., the cause of separation. In
his regard, the pioneering works on converging channels and diverging
hannels were discussed by Jeffery1 and Hamel2 and in their study
hannel walls are assumed to be motionless and the flow occurs due
o presence of a fluid mass sink/source in joining of two channel walls.
ohlhausen3 described an analytical solution of flow in boundary layer
nside a convergent channel. The stability analysis for divergent flow
nder small disturbance was discoursed by Dean4. Fraenkel5,6 reported
certain set of Jeffery–Hamel profiles, in the form of exact solutions.
he creeping motion for Newtonian fluid in converging channel dis-
egarding the transverse pressure gradient was discussed by Wang and
rice7. Ghoneim8 spoke about converging unidirectional flow of Gener-
lized Newtonian fluids(GNF). Bariş9 demonstrated steady converging
low of second-grade non-Newtonian fluid. Magyari10 illustrated con-
ergent channel flow using Pohlhausen3 solution taking channel wall
emperature in power-law variation. Yousefi-Lafouraki et al.11 reported
he entropy generation for shear-thinning nanofluid flow in converging
hannel and they concluded that the entropy generation for Newtonian

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: krish.math@yahoo.com (K. Bhattacharyya).

nanofluid is less than non-Newtonian nanofluid. Maranzoni et al.12 dis-
cussed side weir converging flow by both experimental and numerical
means.

It is well-known that the introduction of mass suction/blowing in a
flow field can change the whole dynamics of flow and also complete
heat transfer procedure because it has the capacity to affect the main-
stream flow. In addition, suction/blowing has an enormous impact on
many engineering activities, especially, on those which involve channel
flow or heat transfer. Now, the belief that at high Reynolds numbers,
divergent diffuser flow cannot be separated into an inviscid mainstream
and thin boundary layer on two walls like the convergent flow, is not
correct. In this consequence, Holstein13 explained that if a considerable
amount of mass suction of fluid is applied through porous channel of
diverging flow with a high Reynolds number then it will show boundary
layer structure. The heat transfer for this flow was illustrated by Gersten
and Körner.14 Eagles15 argued on the stability of various Jeffery–Hamel
solutions for divergent channel flow and Kamel16 examined the similar
steady diverging flow of micropolar fluid. Dennis et al.17 described
diverging flow in between two walls with imposed inlet and outlet
conditions. Whereas, the instability flow through a diverging channel
was described by Drazin18 with the help of bifurcation theory. Sadeghy
et al.19 theoretically examined the impact of external magnetic field
in controlling separation of flow in Jeffrey–Hamel viscoelastic flows.
Akulenko and Kumakshev20 explained the multimode viscous flows in
diverging channels using the bifurcation phenomenon. Esmaeilpour and
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Ganji21 found solution of Jeffery–Hamel flow between two solid plane
walls having angle 2𝛼 using optimal homotopy asymptotic method.

aines et al.22 explored the significance of similarity solution to practi-
al problem related to the flow in divergent channel. Bhattacharyya and
ayek23 analysed the existence of magnetohydrodynamic(MHD) flow in
oundary layer of non-Newtonian dilatant fluid in diverging channel in
resence of suction/blowing. Sheikholeslami et al.24 described analyt-
cal solution of MHD Jeffery–Hamel flow of an electrically conducting
luid and nanoparticles using Adomian decomposition method(ADM)
nd determined that due to presence of nanoparticle boundary layer
hickness becomes thicker. Layeket al.25 derived the steady state-case
f MHD flow in diverging porous channel and they established that
HD flow is possible with any suction and even for blowing with

uitable choice of magnetic field. Later, several more vital features
f divergent/convergent flows in channels were obtained by several
cientists.26–33

Due to applications of non-Newtonian fluids in several industrial
nd technological processes, the study of different fluid flow problems
aking non-Newtonian fluids grabs attention of several researchers.34–46

n this context, Casson fluid is a realistic non-Newtonian fluid, which
beys rheological data better than others. To have flow of Casson fluid,
he shear stress should exceed a critical value called yield stress. It
s worthnoting that our blood is often regarded as Casson fluid. The
onstitutive equation of Casson fluid was introduced by Casson47 while
escribing flow equation of pigment-oil suspensions. Fredrickson48

tated behaviour of steady-flow of Casson fluid inside tube. Later, Boyd
t al.49 reported oscillatory blood flow considering blood as Casson
luid. Mustafa et al.50 obtained solution of unsteady boundary layer
low of Casson fluid on moving plate using homotopy analysis method
HAM). The exact solution for Casson fluid flow due to stretching/
hrinking sheet was stated by Bhattacharyya et al.51,52 with and with-

out magnetic effect. Gangadhar et al.53 discussed 3D Casson fluid flow
in porous medium. Several exciting investigations Casson fluid and
other Newtonian, as well as non-Newtonian fluids, were available in
literature.54–67

Due to the importance and impact of suction/blowing on boundary
layer existence for various types of fluids flowing in a divergent channel
by stopping backflow, i.e., separation of boundary layer, here we are
motivated towards the investigation of boundary layer non-Newtonian
Casson fluid flow with heat transfer in divergent channel considering
suction/blowing and viscous dissipation. This divergent flow problem
of Casson fluid is a novel and original investigation if we are able
to find existence condition of boundary layer avoiding separation. In
due course, transformed ordinary differential equations (ODEs) are
obtained and the existence condition of boundary layer structure by
controlling back-flow is established. Also, the ODEs are solved numer-
ically and to recognize the impacts of physical involved parameters on
flow properties and heat transfer those computed results are presented
in graphical mode. It is noteworthy that the considered problem can
be applied in flows of blood vessels, river flows, etc. directly or a fairly
similar flow occurs there.

2. Flow formulation

Consider steady 2D flow of a Casson fluid in divergent channel. The
channel walls assume to be stationary and porous, through which mass
suction/blowing is imposed. Here, flow near only one channel wall of
the channel is described, because identical flow structure should be on
the other channel wall. Along the considered wall x-axis is taken and
y-axis is orthogonal to x-axis with intersection of two channel walls
being the origin. The rheological equation for the flow of isotropic and
incompressible Casson fluid may be considered as54:

𝜏𝑖𝑗 =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

(

𝜇𝐵 + 𝑝𝑦∕
√

2𝜋
)

2𝑒𝑖𝑗 , 𝜋 > 𝜋𝑐
(

𝜇𝐵 + 𝑝𝑦∕
√

2𝜋𝑐
)

2𝑒𝑖𝑗 , 𝜋 < 𝜋𝑐 ,
(2.1)
⎩

2

where 𝜇𝐵 is plastic dynamic viscosity of non-Newtonian fluid, 𝑝𝑦 and
𝜋 are yield stress of fluid and product of deformation-rate component
with itself, namely, 𝜋 = 𝑒𝑖𝑗𝑒𝑖𝑗 , 𝑒𝑖𝑗 being (i, j)th deformation rate
omponent and 𝜋𝑐 is critical value of above product dependent on
on-Newtonian fluid model.

Under aforesaid conditions, steady-state boundary layer equations
or Casson fluid flow through a divergent channel are
𝜕𝑢
𝜕𝑥

+ 𝜕𝑣
𝜕𝑦

= 0, (2.2)

𝑢 𝜕𝑢
𝜕𝑥

+ 𝑣 𝜕𝑢
𝜕𝑦

= −1
𝜌
𝜕𝑝
𝜕𝑥

+ 𝜐(1 + 1∕𝛽) 𝜕
2𝑢

𝜕𝑦2
, (2.3)

0 = −1
𝜌
𝜕𝑝
𝜕𝑦

, (2.4)

here 𝑢 and 𝑣 are velocity components in x- and y-directions, re-
spectively, 𝜐 and 𝜌 are kinematic fluid viscosity and density, 𝛽(=
𝜇𝐵

√

2𝜋𝑐∕𝑝𝑦) is Casson parameter. After order analysis of above two
momentum equations, it is quite evident that |

|

𝜕𝑝∕𝜕𝑦|
|

≪ |

|

𝜕𝑝∕𝜕𝑥|
|

. So,
it may be stated that for boundary layer, the pressure 𝑝 is function of
x only to its first approximation. The full derivation of boundary layer
equation for Casson fluid flow from its rheological equation might be
found in the article by Bhattacharyya et al.52

For velocity components, boundary conditions are

𝑢 = 0, 𝑣 = −𝑣𝑤(𝑥) at 𝑦 = 0
𝑢 → 𝑈 (𝑥) for 𝑥 > 0 as 𝑦 → ∞.

}

(2.5)

he variable velocity of free-stream is specified as:

(𝑥) = 𝑄
𝛼𝑥

=
𝑈0𝐿
𝑥

(

𝑈0 > 0
)

, (2.6)

here 𝛼 is the angle between the channels, Q(>0) is a constant, 𝑈0 and
L are characteristic velocity and length, respectively (with 𝑄∕𝛼 = 𝑈0𝐿).

The velocity of applied suction/blowing, 𝑣𝑤(x) through porous
alls of the divergent channel is given by:

𝑤(𝑥) =
𝑆
√

𝑄𝜐

𝑥
√

𝛼
, (2.7)

here S is mass suction/blowing parameter (S>0 and S<0 correspond
mass suction and mass blowing). A sketch of flow region of divergent
channel and other details are given in Fig. 1.

Since 𝑝 = 𝑝(𝑥), pressure gradient 𝜕𝑝∕𝜕𝑥 may be derived from (2.3)
using free-stream region as:

− 1
𝜌
𝜕𝑝
𝜕𝑥

= 𝑈 𝑑𝑈
𝑑𝑥

. (2.8)

Removing 𝜕𝑝∕𝜕𝑥 from Eqs. (2.3) and (2.8), we get

𝑢 𝜕𝑢
𝜕𝑥

+ 𝑣 𝜕𝑢
𝜕𝑦

= 𝑈 𝑑𝑈
𝑑𝑥

+ 𝜐(1 + 1∕𝛽) 𝜕
2𝑢

𝜕𝑦2
. (2.9)

The Eqs. (2.2) and (2.9) admit following similarity solution identified
as:

𝑢 = 𝑄
𝛼𝑥

𝑓 (𝜂) and 𝑣 =
√

𝑄𝜐
𝛼

[𝜂𝑓 (𝜂) − 𝑆]∕𝑥, (2.10)

here 𝜂 is the similarity variable and it is defined by 𝜂 = (𝑦∕𝑥)
√

𝑄∕𝛼𝜐.
The continuity equation (2.2) is automatically satisfied and Eq. (2.9)

converts to following self-similar equation:

(1 + 1∕𝛽)𝑓 ′′ − (1 − 𝑓 2) + 𝑆𝑓 ′ = 0, (2.11)

with

𝑓 (0) = 0, 𝑓 (∞) = 1. (2.12)

3. Possibility of boundary layer flow and separation control

The boundary layer steady-state Casson fluid flow through a diver-
gent channel cannot be possible because of the occurrence of back-
flow which results in flow separation. So, conditions under which the
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backflow may be prevented and boundary layer separation can be
controlled, are really important. Inside the flow region of boundary
layer, quantity 𝑓 ′(𝜂)[= Z, say] is proportional directly to velocity
gradient (𝜕𝑢∕𝜕𝑦). Now, across boundary layer the quantity 𝜕𝑢∕𝜕𝑦 slowly
eclines and diminishes to zero at border point of boundary layer, this
mmediately tells that Z is a monotonically decreasing function of 𝜂;
ence 𝑍′(𝜂) < 0 inside boundary layer and Z→0 as 𝜂→∞. So, as 𝜂
hanges from 0 (at channel wall) to ∞ (in free-stream), 𝑓 (𝜂) grows
rom 0 (at channel wall) to 1 (at border-point of boundary layer) thus
′(𝜂) > 0. Therefore, 𝑑𝑍∕𝑑𝑓 = (𝑑𝑍∕𝑑𝜂) ∕ (𝑑𝑓∕𝑑𝜂) is of negative value

inside whole boundary layer region and Z→0 as f→1.23

By substituting 𝑓 ′′ (𝜂) = 𝑍(𝑑𝑍∕𝑑𝑓 ), self-similar equation (11) is
written as:
𝑑𝑍
𝑑𝑓

=
(1 − 𝑓 2) − 𝑆𝑍
(1 + 1∕𝛽)𝑍

. (3.1)

Taking limit as f→1 and also Z→0 as f→1, Eq. (3.1) reduces to

lim
𝑓 → 1

𝑑𝑍
𝑑𝑓

= lim
𝑓 → 1

(1 − 𝑓 2) − 𝑆𝑍
(1 + 1∕𝛽)𝑍

.

In the limit in R.H.S.(right hand side) is in indeterminate form, so it
may reduces to

lim
𝑓 → 1

𝑑𝑍
𝑑𝑓

= lim
𝑓 → 1

−2𝑓 − 𝑆 𝑑𝑍
𝑑𝑓

(1 + 1∕𝛽) 𝑑𝑍𝑑𝑓

⇒
lim
𝑓 → 1

𝑑𝑍
𝑑𝑓

=
−2 − 𝑆 lim

𝑓 → 1
𝑑𝑍
𝑑𝑓

(1 + 1∕𝛽) lim
𝑓 → 1

𝑑𝑍
𝑑𝑓

.

Denoting (𝑑𝑍∕𝑑𝑓 )𝑓→1 = 𝛤 , we can write

(1 + 1∕𝛽)𝛤 2 + 𝑆𝛤 + 2 = 0, (3.2)

which provides the two values of 𝛤 as:

𝛤 = 1
2

{

−𝑆 ±
√

𝑆2 − 8(1 + 1∕𝛽)
}

. (3.3)

For existence of boundary layer structure near two channel walls, it
should be necessary that value of 𝛤 is negative across the whole bound-
ary layer. So, it is quite clear that if the parameter 𝑆 ≥ 2

√

2
√

1 + 1∕𝛽,
then one of the two values of 𝛤 is negative. Hence for Casson fluid flow
in divergent channel boundary layer exists and separation is controlled
by preventing backflow only when there is mass suction exceeding a
fixed value. Obviously, there is no boundary layer structure for mass
blowing case and without mass suction/blowing case when any specific
Casson fluid(fixed value of 𝛽) is considered. It is worth noting that
as 𝛽→∞, Casson fluid is changed to Newtonian fluid and in that case
boundary layer flow occurs only when 𝑆 ≥ 2

√

2, which is exactly same
s described by Holstein.13

. Heat transfer

The energy equation for the above described flow with viscous
issipation effect may be presented as:

𝑢 𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑥

+ 𝑣 𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑦

= 𝜅
𝜌𝑐𝑝

𝜕2𝑇
𝜕𝑦2

+ 𝜐
𝑐𝑝
(1 + 1∕𝛽)

(

𝜕𝑢
𝜕𝑦

)2
, (4.1)

where 𝑇 , 𝜅 and 𝑐𝑝 are fluid temperature, fluid thermal conductivity and
pecific heat, respectively.

Boundary conditions are

𝑇 = 𝑇𝑤 at 𝑦 = 0; 𝑇 → 𝑇∞ as 𝑦 → ∞, (4.2)

where 𝑇𝑤 and 𝑇∞ are fixed temperatures along channel wall and at
free-stream.

The dimensionless temperature, 𝜃 is presented as:

𝑇 = 𝑇 + (𝑇 − 𝑇 )𝜃(𝜂). (4.3)
∞ 𝑤 ∞ t

3

Using relations in (2.10) and (4.3), Eq. (4.1) turns into

𝜃′′ + Pr[𝑆 𝜃′ − 𝐸𝑐(1 + 1∕𝛽)𝑓 ′2] = 0, (4.4)

where Pr = 𝜐𝜌𝑐𝑝∕𝜅 is well-known Prandtl number and 𝐸𝑐 = 𝑈2∕[𝑐𝑝(𝑇𝑤−
∞)] is Eckert number.

Boundary conditions (4.2) become

(0) = 1, 𝜃(∞) = 0. (4.5)

. Numerical solution

To get solutions of coupled non-linear 2nd order differential equa-
ions (2.11) and (4.4) with (2.12) and (4.5), MATLAB programme
‘bvp4c’’ is used. To solve by ‘‘bvp4c’’, above two equations are con-
erted into of a first-order system as:
′ = 𝑔, 𝑔′ = [(1 − 𝑓 2) − 𝑆𝑝]∕(1 + 1∕𝛽); (5.1)
′ = 𝜙, 𝜙 = Pr[𝐸𝑐(1 + 1∕𝛽)𝑔2 − 𝑆 𝜙], (5.2)

ith

(0) = 0 and 𝜃(0) = 1. (5.3)

vp4c scheme is based on finite-difference method having fourth-order
ccuracy. Here the tolerance level is taken as 10−5. Suitable guess
alues for other two initial conditions are assumed to start computation
rocess.

Also, to judge the accurateness of the aforementioned MATLAB
cheme, we have re-solved the above Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2) with (5.3)
nd suitable guess of unknown initial conditions with standard and
ell-recognized shooting method with RK-4 scheme. Those two sets of

omputational results are almost identical and the fact can be visualized
n Fig. 2, which represents a specific velocity profile(𝛽 = 0.5 and 𝑆 = 5)
btained by two schemes.

. Velocity and temperature variations

Computed results using ‘‘bvp4c’’ are exhibited graphically in some
igures for suitable involved parametric values.

The Casson parameter(𝛽) impact upon dimensionless velocity pro-
iles and temperature profiles are portrayed in Figs. 3 and 4. For rise
f 𝛽, velocity gets elevated and corresponding boundary layer thick-
ess(BLT) reduces. Actually, it occurs due to the plasticity of Casson
luid and as 𝛽 reduces the plasticity of fluid gets amplified, i.e., the yield
tress 𝑝𝑦 enlarges, which originates the augmentation of momentum
oundary layer thickness. It means if the fluid changed to Casson
luid from Newtonian fluid(𝛽 = ∞) then boundary layer thickness is
arger. Similar effect is detected in temperature field in Fig. 4, i.e., the
emperature rise is found and physically, with less plasticity convection
eat transfer becomes dominant. In Fig. 4, an interesting character
s witnessed. Dimensionless temperature goes below zero level inside
oundary layer for Casson fluids and this feature is more prominent
ith smaller 𝛽. This happens because of higher plasticity of fluid with
ecreasing 𝛽.

Fig. 5 slows impact of external suction/blowing(S) on velocity and
t reveals that for stronger mass suction(S>0), fluid velocity enhances
nd corresponding BLT reduces. Sucking of fluid mass through porous
hannel wall eases down the possibility of backflow and it also causes
he diminution of the momentum BLT. Due to mass suction, fluid layers
ith higher velocity drive nearer to channel walls and stream velocity

s achieved earlier; which causes boundary layer thickness reduction.
hereas, effect of mass suction on temperature (Fig. 6) are different

ear channel walls and away from the walls. Temperature initially
ecreases and for large 𝜂 it slightly increases. Due to mass suction,
he fluid with low temperature comes closer to the wall and it causes
he decline of temperature near channel walls. Mass suction eases
ut the influence of Casson parameter in dragging the dimensionless

emperature below zero level.
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Fig. 1. A sketch of divergent channel with flow region and other details.
Fig. 2. Comparison of velocity profiles obtained by ‘‘bvp4c’’ and ‘‘shooting method with 4th order Runge–Kutta scheme’’ for 𝛽 = 0.5 and 𝑆 = 5.
The variations in non-dimensional temperature profiles with Prandtl
umber(Pr) and Eckert number(Ec) are demonstrated in Figs. 7 and 8.
t discloses that with rises of Pr and Ec, the temperature significantly
educes. As usual, Pr varies inversely with fluid thermal conductivity(𝜅)
nd it means as Pr grows, 𝜅 diminishes. Due to the aforesaid fact, the
emperature drop is witnessed. The positive Eckert number(Ec) indi-
ates viscous dissipation effect on the energy field. So, as Ec increases,
4

the impact of viscous dissipation is more prominent on the temperature
profile and it causes the reduction of temperature.

The non-dimensional temperature profiles go beyond the zero level
in certain situations. It means that the temperature in portion of
boundary layer becomes less than the free stream temperature and the
rheological characters of Casson fluid and viscous dissipation effect are
the main reason behind it. Also, with increment of Prandtl number(Pr)
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t
p

7

d
t

Fig. 3. Velocity f (𝜂) for several 𝛽 with 𝑆 = 5.
Fig. 4. Temperature 𝜃 (𝜂) for several 𝛽 with 𝑆 = 5, Pr = 2 and 𝐸𝑐 = 0.1.
he impact of second phenomenon intensifies. This is an interesting
oint in boundary layer divergent channel flow.

. Final remarks

From the above study of flow and heat transfer of Casson fluid in a
ivergent channel with suction/blowing and viscous dissipation effect
he following important remarks can be summarized:

(a) Adequate amount of mass suction is necessary for existence of
boundary layer flow of Casson fluid.
5

(b) As Casson parameter(𝛽) increases, minimum requirement of
mass suction for possible boundary layer flow reduces. It means
that in view of existence of boundary layer flow without sep-
aration, the better situation appears for Casson fluid flow in
divergent channel when Casson parameter(𝛽) is of higher level.

(c) Increment in Casson parameter(𝛽) produces augmentations of
velocity and temperature. While the momentum boundary layer
shrinks with 𝛽.

(d) For stronger mass suction(S>0), the momentum boundary layer
thickness decreases.
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Fig. 5. Velocity f (𝜂) for several S with 𝛽 = 1.
Fig. 6. Temperature 𝜃 (𝜂) for several S with 𝛽 = 1, Pr = 2 and 𝐸𝑐 = 0.1.
D

c
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A

(e) Effects of mass suction on temperature profile, near channel

walls and away from the walls are opposite to each other. It

firstly declines for small 𝜂 and for large 𝜂 it enhances.
(f) Decay of temperature is found with Prandtl number(Pr) and

Eckert number(Ec).

(g) Due to rheological characters of Casson fluid and viscous dissipa-

tion effect temperature in some points in boundary layer drops

below the level of the free stream temperature.
 r
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Fig. 7. Temperature 𝜃 (𝜂) for several Pr with 𝛽 = 1, 𝑆 = 5 and 𝐸𝑐 = 0.1.
Fig. 8. Temperature 𝜃 (𝜂) for several Ec with 𝛽 = 1, 𝑆 = 5 and Pr = 2.
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